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Societies that enact free trade policies create their own economic enthusiasm, Evolving Trade Policy: The Benefits of
'Fair Trade' Over 'Free Trade' Essay.

Free trade has been argued as form of colonialism and imperialism in disguise and instead of contributing to
developments it results in exploitation of small developing countries Igwe, p. Europe in , following the
Napoleanic Wars, began a period of rapid economic growth and peace, fueled by the increase in
intra-European trade and freer markets. Theses three ideologies offer the best evaluation of free trade from
three different perspectives No tariffs are applied to imports or exports, and people are allowed to trade goods
and services as they please. For example, India has evidenced comparative advantage by employing labour
intensive production skills in manufacturing and services that employs intensive skills as in software
industries. Fair trade is a social organisation with the purpose of assisting producers in developing countries to
improve trading conditions and encourage sustainability Hayes and Moore,  Presence of free trade that was
steered by European Economic Community ensured that Germany could be able to get labour from Italy at no
cost. It is no accident that the period of still remains, at this point, the longest period in history without an
all-encompassing war. All of these factors help to entrench a system that is both inefficient and horribly unfair.
Related posts:. Additionally, the benefit sector of the UK during the Globalization will be discussed such as
the falling price of products, and the failure sectors also have been illustrated such as the increased income
inequality Underdeveloped nations today, Chang believes, are weak players in a much more competitive
system. From this literature, it can be noted that free trade provision to free movement of labour contributed
both to reduction of unemployment and poverty, increased productivity, and increased living standard of
citizens in developing countries thus fostering the economic developing goals of the countries. Therefore, free
access to economic resources by developing countries have shaped their economies and helped in consecutive
developments. The diversion of all scarce productive resources to such industries where their productive
efficiency is the maximum implies their ideal or optimum utilisation. On the brightside, in a perfectly
competitive market, free trade maximizes economic efficiency, promotes economic welwares of both
consumers and suppliers This has seen countries deviating from policies of free trade and moving back to
controlled trade with little free trade that is allowed to the level of regions where countries have similar
economic capacities and so there would be no likelihood of exploiting each other or feeling of unfairness for
example in European union. Evolving Trade Policy: The Benefits of 'Fair Trade' Over 'Free Trade' Essay -
Trade Policy is a crucial part of our society in the United States, along with many others across the globe, that
greatly depend on the profits and materials accessible due to the transfer of goods, ideas, and other materials
between countries. Free trade policies enhanced trade, transport, agriculture, manufacturing industries, imports
and exports in developing countries. High technologies attract foreign investors and investments increase.
Essay 1. The world faces poverty, and the rise of factionalism, demagoguery, and civil war. Get the latest
updates straight to your inbox. Free trade does not limit both the entry of entrepreneurs and labour in a
countries. This limits the country's domestic workers from getting such employments and hence increasing the
levels of unemployment to developing countries Trentmann, p. The history of trade in The United States dates
back over half a century ago. A prime example of this phenomenon in the Caribbean is the small nation of
Haiti. If the chief justification for a tariff is to stimulate infant industries , it must be high enough to allow
domestic manufactured goods to compete with imported goods in order to be successful. Note that the wages
of workers increased rapidly in Britain during the period, following the repeal of the Corn Laws. Today, the
United States has made an attempt to maintain an open market of trading. Hence, the trade is exploitive to the
developing countries. In addition to being great economic policy, unilateral free would probably be one of the
great humanitarian policies ever, not to mention an absolutely necessary part of any decent foreign policy. For
instance, flourishing Indian handicrafts were completely wiped out in the nineteenth century on account of
relentless competition from the British mill-made manufactures. Essay 2. Trade liberalization led to
development of these countries and to attainment of their current level of 'developed countries' in the world.
For example the European Economic Community elimination of import and export tariffs for its member
states encouraged free movement of goods and services across the region in a common market Bento, p. The
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producers from different countries try to expand their sales in the markets of other countries. However, the
loss to consumers is greater than the gains by producers and the government. Free trade is viewed as means by
which developed countries exploit domestic industries of developing countries thus affecting their economic
development.


